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Attività di Ricerca

•  Diagramma di fase della QCD a temperatura e densità !nita

•  QCD in presenza di campi di background 

•  Tubi di "usso nel vuoto della QCD e dinamica del con!namento
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Risultati recenti ottenuti utilizzando BG/Q FERMI e altre risorse INFN  
  Diagramma di fase della QCD a temperatura e densità !nita

 Linea (pseudo)critica della QCD con 2+1 !avor
•Azione HISQ/tree (Highly Improved staggered quark + tree level Symanzik improved gauge) 

•Simulazioni sulla linea di "sica costante determinata "ssando la massa del quark strano al suo valore "sico e la 
massa del quark leggero a 1/20 ms

•Potenziale chimico di quark: µl = µs ⌘ µ = µB/3

curvatura della linea critica:   = 0.018(4)
buon accordo con analisi fenomenologiche 
dei dati da freeze-out

P. Cea, L.Cosmai, A. Papa, Phys.Rev. D89 (2014) 074512 (arXiv:1403.0821)
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•  Simulazioni utilizzando il codice MILC (codice pubblico sotto licenza GNU) 

•  Modi!che al codice MILC per introdurre il potenziale chimico di quark immaginario 
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  Tubi di "usso nel vuoto della QCD

Misura di correlatori 

II. COLOR FIELDS ON THE LATTICE

The field configurations produced by a static quark-
antiquark pair in SU(N) gauge theory can be explored
[7,8,35,36] by means of the following connected correla-
tion function:

!W ¼ htrðWLUPL
yÞi

htrðWÞi $ 1

N

htrðUPÞtrðWÞi
htrðWÞi ; (1)

where (see Fig. 1) UP ¼ U"#ðxÞ is the plaquette in the
ð";#Þ plane connected to the Wilson loop W by a
Schwinger line L, and N is the number of colors. The
correlation function defined in Eq. (1) measures the field
strength. Indeed, in the naive continuum limit [8],

!W !a!0
a2g½hF"#iq !q $ hF"#i0&; (2)

where h iq !q denotes the average in the presence of a static
q !q pair and h i0 the average in the vacuum. According to
Eq. (2) we define the color field strength tensor as

F"#ðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
$

2N

s
!WðxÞ: (3)

By varying the distance and the orientation of the plaquette
UP with respect to the Wilson loop W, one can probe the
color field distribution of the flux tube. In particular, the
case of a plaquette parallel to the Wilson loop corresponds
to the component of the chromoelectric field longitudinal
to the axis defined by the static quarks.

A. SU(2)

In previous studies [10,12–16] the formation of chromo-
electric flux tubes was investigated in SU(2) lattice gauge

theory, both in the maximal Abelian gauge and without
gauge fixing.
The main result of those works was that the flux tube is

almost completely formed by the longitudinal chromo-
electric field, El, which is constant along the flux and
decreases rapidly in the transverse direction xt.
The formation of the chromoelectric flux tube was

interpreted as the dual Meissner effect in the context of
the dual superconductor model of confinement. In this
context the transverse shape of the longitudinal chromo-
electric field El should resemble the dual version of the
Abrikosov vortex field distribution. Hence the proposal
was advanced [10,12–16] to fit the transverse shape of
the longitudinal chromoelectric field according to

ElðxtÞ ¼
"

2%
"2K0ð"xtÞ; xt > 0: (4)

Here,K0 is the modified Bessel function of order zero," is
the external flux, and & ¼ 1=" is the London penetration
length. Equation (4) is valid if & ' ', ' being the coher-
ence length (type II superconductor), which measures the
coherence of the magnetic monopole condensate (the dual
version of the Cooper condensate).
Moreover, in Ref. [16] it was found that the inverse

penetration length " exhibits approximate scaling with
the string tension (, leading to "=

ffiffiffiffi
(

p ¼ 4:04ð18Þ, based
on a numerical study on lattices 164, 204, and 244 with
poor statistics (20–100 configurations). Assuming

ffiffiffiffi
(

p ¼
420 MeV, this amounts to having a penetration length
& ¼ 0:118ð5Þ fm, in good agreement with the results
obtained in Ref. [37] on a 324 lattice.
In this work, we first repeated the determination of " in

SU(2) with a much larger statistics [details on the numeri-
cal setup are postponed to the next subsection, where the
SU(3) case is considered]. We confirm the scaling of "
with the string tension ( (see Fig. 2), from which we
estimate

FIG. 1. The connected correlator (1) between the plaquette Up

and the Wilson loop. The subtraction appearing in the definition
of the correlator is not explicitly drawn.
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FIG. 2. Scaling of the inverse London penetration length withffiffiffiffi
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versus $ in SU(2).
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Ginzburg-Landau equations [36]. Similar solutions were
found by Nielsen and Olesen [37] in the case of the Abelian
Higgs model, namely the relativistic version of the
Ginzburg-Landau theory. In the dual superconductor model
of the QCD vacuum, the formation of the chromoelectric
flux tube can be interpreted as the dual Meissner effect. In
this context the transverse shape of the longitudinal
chromoelectric field El should resemble the dual version
of the Abrikosov vortex field distribution. Therefore, the
proposal was advanced [10,12–16] to fit the transverse
shape of the longitudinal chromoelectric field according to

ElðxtÞ ¼
Φ
2π

μ2K0ðμxtÞ; xt > 0; (4)

where Kn is the modified Bessel function of the order n, Φ
is the external flux, and λ ¼ 1=μ is the London penetration
length. Note that Eq. (4) is valid as long as λ ≫ ξ, where ξ
is the coherence length of a type-II superconductor, which
measures the coherence of the magnetic monopole con-
densate (the dual version of the Cooper condensate).
However, several numerical studies [9,38–47] in both
SU(2) and SU(3) lattice gauge theories have shown that
the confining vacuum behaves much like an effective dual
superconductor, which lies on the borderline between a
type-I and a type-II superconductor. If this is the case,
Eq. (4) is no longer adequate to account for the transverse
structure of the longitudinal chromoelectric field. In fact, in
Ref. [48] it has been suggested that lattice data for
chromoelectric flux tubes can be analyzed by exploiting
the results presented in Ref. [49], where, from the
assumption of a simple variational model for the magnitude
of the normalized order parameter of an isolated vortex, an

analytic expression is derived for the magnetic field and
supercurrent density that solves the Ampere’s law and the
Ginzburg-Landau equations. As a consequence, the trans-
verse distribution of the chromoelectric flux tube can be
described according to [48]

ElðxtÞ ¼
ϕ
2π

1

λξv

K0ðR=λÞ
K1ðξv=λÞ

; (5)

where

R ¼
ffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffiffi
x2t þ ξ2v

q
; (6)

and ξv is a variational core-radius parameter. Equation (5)
can be rewritten as

ElðxtÞ ¼
ϕ
2π

μ2

α
K0½ðμ2x2t þ α2Þ1=2&

K1½α&
; (7)

with

μ ¼ 1

λ
;

1

α
¼ λ

ξv
: (8)

By fitting Eq. (7) to flux-tube data, one can obtain both the
penetration length λ and the ratio of the penetration length
to the variational core-radius parameter λ=ξv. Moreover, the
Ginzburg-Landau κ parameter can be obtained by

κ ¼ λ
ξ
¼

ffiffiffi
2

p

α
½1 − K2

0ðαÞ=K2
1ðαÞ&1=2: (9)

Finally, the coherence length ξ can be obtained by
combining Eqs. (8) and (9).
Our aim is to extend previous studies of the structure of

flux tubes performed at zero temperature to the case of
SU(3) pure gauge theory at finite temperatures. In fact, the
nonperturbative study of the chromoelectric flux tubes
generated by static color sources at finite temperature is
directly relevant to clarify the formation of cc̄ and bb̄
bound states in heavy ion collisions at high energies. To
implement this program, however, we cannot employ the
Wilson loop operator in the connected correlation in
Eq. (1). This problem can be easily overcome if we replace
in Eq. (1) the Wilson loop with two Polyakov lines. In
addition, we need to replace the cooling mechanism
previously used to enhance the signal-to-noise ratio.
Indeed, cooling is a well established method for locally
suppressing quantum fluctuations in gauge field configu-
rations. However, at finite temperatures the cooling pro-
cedure tends to also suppress thermal fluctuations.
Fortunately, there is an alternative, yet somewhat related,
approach that is the application of APE smearing [50,51]
to the gauge field configurations. This approach also leads
to the desirable effect of suppressing lattice artifacts at
the scale of the cutoff without affecting the thermal

FIG. 1. The connected correlator given in Eq. (10) between the
plaquette UP and the Polyakov loops (subtraction in ρconnP is not
explicitly drawn).
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fluctuations. Moreover, this procedure can be iterated many
times to obtain smoother and smoother gauge field con-
figurations. Obviously, we must preliminarily check that
this method gives results which are consistent with pre-
vious studies obtained with Wilson loops and cooling. In
this paper we present numerical results on the chromo-
electric flux tubes generated by static color sources in
SU(3) pure gauge theory at zero temperature obtained with
connected correlations built with Polyakov lines and
smeared gauge links.
The plan of the paper is as follows. The connected

correlation built with Polyakov lines, used in this paper, is
reported in Sec. II. In Sec. III we present our numerical
results for SU(3). In Sec. IV we check the scaling of the
penetration and coherence lengths and compare with
previous studies. Finally, in Sec. V we summarize our
results and present our conclusions.

II. FLUX TUBES ON THE LATTICE

According to our previous discussion, we shall consider
the following connected correlations (depicted in Fig. 1):

ρconnP ¼ htrðPðxÞLUPL†ÞtrPðyÞi
htrðPðxÞÞtrðPðyÞÞi

−
1

3

htrðPðxÞÞtrðPðyÞÞtrðUPÞi
htrðPðxÞÞtrðPðyÞÞi

; (10)

where the two Polyakov lines separated by a distance Δ
replace the Wilson loop in Eq. (1). Taking into account
Eqs. (2) and (3), we may define the field strength tensor as

FμνðxÞ ¼
ffiffiffi
β
6

r
ρconnP ðxÞ: (11)

A detailed derivation of Eq. (11), together with the
discussion of its physical interpretation, can be found in
Ref. [52]. We performed numerical simulations on 204

lattices using the Wilson action with periodic boundary
conditions and the Cabibbo-Marinari algorithm [53] com-
bined with overrelaxation on SU(2) subgroups. We con-
sidered Polyakov lines separated by Δ ¼ 4a; 6a; 8a (where
a is the lattice spacing) for four different values of the
gauge coupling β in the range 5.9 ÷ 6.1. In order to reduce
the autocorrelation time, measurements were taken after 10
updatings. The error analysis was performed by the jack-
knife method over bins at different blocking levels. To
reduce statistical errors we employed the smearing pro-
cedure as described in Ref. [50,51], with the smearing
parameter ϵ ¼ 0.5. We checked that numerical results are
stable, within the statistical uncertainties, under small
variations of the parameter ϵ.
As in previous studies, we confirm that the flux tube is

almost completely formed by the longitudinal chromo-
electric field El, which is constant along the flux axis and

decreases rapidly in the transverse direction xt. In Fig. 2 we
display the transverse distribution of the longitudinal
chromoelectric field, measured at the middle point (labeled
by xt ¼ 0) of the line connecting the static color sources
and at various distances xt > 0 from this point along one of
the transverse spatial directions. To check rotational invari-
ance, we also considered points calculated at noninteger
distances. We fitted our data to Eq. (7). The results are
displayed in Fig. 2, where the full line is the curve fitting of
the data. As is evident, even in the present case Eq. (7) is
able to accurately reproduce the transverse distribution of
the longitudinal chromoelectric field. We also tried to
restrict the fit only to points at integer distances and
obtained consistent values for the fit parameters. The
unique observable effect was a drastic reduction of the
reduced chi-square, χ2r . Therefore, to save CPU time, we
decided to perform measurements of the connected corre-
lations, Eq. (10), for integer transverse distances only.

III. NUMERICAL DATA

We measured the connected correlator, Eq. (10), for
integer transverse distances, xt, at β ¼ 5.9, 6.0, 6.05, 6.1.
To reduce statistical fluctuations in gauge field configura-
tions, we performed measurements after several smearing
steps. For each smearing, we fitted our data for the
transverse shape of the longitudinal chromoelectric field
to Eq. (7). As a result, we obtained the fit parameters for
different smearing steps. This allowed us to check the
dependence of these parameters on the number of smearing
steps. In fact, we found a well defined plateau in the
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FIG. 2 (color online). The longitudinal chromoelectric field El
versus xt, in lattice units and in physical units, at β ¼ 6.0 and for
Δ ¼ 4a, after 10 smearing steps. Intermediate distances are
included. The full line is the best fit using Eq. (7). The procedure
to fix the physical scale is explained in Sec. IV.
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Pro"lo del tubo di 
!usso cromoelettrico

lunghezza di penetrazione

� = 0.1750(63) fm

lunghezza di coerenza

⇠ = 0.983(121) fm

P. Cea, L.Cosmai, F.Cuteri, A. Papa, Phys.Rev. D89 (2014) 094505 (arXiv:1404.1172)
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Attività prevista e stima delle risorse di calcolo 
(utilizzando il codice MILC)

•  Diagramma di fase della QCD a temperatura e densità !nita

•  QCD in presenza di campi di background 

•  Tubi di "usso nel vuoto della QCD e dinamica del con!namento

- limite continuo della curvatura della linea pseudocritica della QCD con 2+1 !avor 

- effetto del potenziale chimico del quark strano sulla curvatura

- transizione di decon"namento della QCD in un campo cromomagnetico

- tubi di !usso cromoelettrici con fermioni dinamici

- correlatori al decon"namento 

- transizione di decon"namento della QCD in un campo magnetico

stima risorse di calcolo in unità di corehours “Fermi”:  120 Mcorehours

stima risorse di calcolo in unità di corehours “Fermi”:  270 Mcorehours

stima risorse di calcolo in unità di corehours “Fermi”:  10 Mcorehours


